Chamilo LMS - Feature #7383
Dashboard: charts axis labels should be tilted
08/11/2014 13:36 - Yannick Warnier

Status: Feature implemented
Priority: Low
Assignee: Daniel Barreto
Category: Dashboard / Control panel
Target version: 1.9.10
Complexity: Normal

Description
At the moment, they are all horizontal, which makes them impossible to read. Can use the d3 lib, already included for skills wheel

The code for that is in plugin/dashboard/

History
#1 - 17/11/2014 16:11 - Yannick Warnier
- Description updated
- Assignee changed from Yannick Warnier to Daniel Barreto

#2 - 17/11/2014 16:13 - Yannick Warnier
- File charts-untitled.png added
- Description updated

#3 - 17/11/2014 21:07 - Daniel Barreto
- % Done changed from 0 to 50

add a -30° rotation (30° clockwise rotation)
add method to fix Height by legend rotation
apply fix to gradebook and dashboard plugins

Send PR432
https://github.com/chamilo/chamilo-lms/pull/432
#4 - 17/11/2014 22:49 - Daniel Barreto
Add commit to improve code style
Update PR432
https://github.com/chamilo/chamilo-lms/pull/432

#5 - 17/11/2014 23:31 - Yannick Warnier
Merged branch, but somehow the charts in the dashboard on stable.chamilo.org still appear with the text in horizontal

#6 - 18/11/2014 17:36 - Daniel Barreto
about stable.chamilo.org could be broken down when clearing archive folder?

Had warnings and notice wen tried to clear it

Tested with graph inside dashboard in my local machine and was working good

Send PR to improve pChart drawScale method and fix graph size
https://github.com/chamilo/chamilo-lms/pull/436

#7 - 21/11/2014 02:23 - Yannick Warnier
- Tracker changed from Bug to Feature
- Status changed from Assigned to Feature implemented
- % Done changed from 50 to 100

Verified and merged
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